April 2020 Newsletter
Programme of meetings 2020

Programme of “outside” events 2020

Venue: Kingsbury Community and Youth Centre, unless otherwise stated.

19th April

Hands On: Cancelled (covid-19)

17th May

Demo:

14th June

Hands On: Piercing

19th July

Cancelled

(covid-19)

Curborough Festival of Arts

Cancelled (covid-19)

Kingsbury May Day Fun Day

Cancelled (covid-19)

Daventry

Demo: Andy Coates

Cancelled (covid-19)

Water Orton

16th August

Hands On: Bowl turning

Cancelled (covid-19)

Newhall Mill

20th September

Demo: Andy Routhwaite

26th July

Newhall Mill

18th October

Hands on : Turning a box

31st August (Bank Holiday Monday) Newhall Mill

15th November

Demo: Rick Dobney

13th December

Hands on: ( AGM ) Gadgets and Gizmos. Christmas Buffet

Cancelled (covid-19)
TBA

The most important thing we must
do at the moment is to
―STAY SAFE‖

Demonstration days start at 9.15 am and conclude around 4.30 pm.
(Setting up from 8.30 am)
Hands On days start at 9.30 am and conclude about 4.00 pm.

West Midlands Woodturners is a ―not for profit‖ company limited by guarantee.
Registered in England and Wales. Registration No: 9419165
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Cliff’s experience at Asda
There was a bit of confusion at Asda this morning. When I was ready to pay for
my groceries, the cashier said, 'Strip down facing me.'

4-10

15-16

Review of Rob Till Demonstration

Fact sheets from demo and Robs display table

Making a mental note to complain to my MP about excessive corona virus security measures, I did just as she had instructed.
When the hysterical shrieking and alarms finally subsided, I found out that she
was referring to my credit card.
He has been asked to shop elsewhere in the future.
———————————————————————His mate said he’d run out of toilet paper and is having to use lettuce leaves...Today
was the tip of the iceberg.
“A little light hearted humour in these difficult times” thanks Cliff
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Chairman’s Comments
The March demonstration was given by Rob Till. I have to
say that I thoroughly enjoyed the day’s demonstration and
found Rob to be most informative regarding techniques in using spirit stains. I was most impressed that he had come well
prepared for the day’s demonstration with plenty of information sheets to give out.
There were 28 members and 1 visitor who attended the meeting
The Chairman’s Challenge had a total of 4 entries. The new
method of announcing the results at the beginning of the afternoon tea break proved to be successful with several members
taking the opportunity to view the Chairman’s Challenge entries. Thanks to Brian Bateman for the suggestion to try this
new idea.
The display table had 18 high quality pieces for all to admire.
Thank you to everyone that supported the raffle, a generous
£46 was raised.
As you are now all aware we have had to cancel all meetings
for the foreseeable future due to the coronavirus. So that we
can keep ourselves busy over the next few difficult months, I
will continue with the Chairman’s Challenge so carry on making your entries. Please send 4 photos to Rob who will coordinate the challenges and I will judge them on what would
be our normal meeting date. For those of you that think you

can get away with only sanding to 60 grit, when meetings resume, I will ask you to bring in your entries in order for them
to be physically judged.
I would like to thank you all for your support over the last 6
months which have been very difficult with having no heating
at Kingsbury and also for your continued support.
I hope that you and your families stay safe and I look forward
to seeing you all in the future.
Steve
————————————————————————Cliffs Corner
A man hears his wife from the kitchen say
―what would you like for your dinner darling?
Would you like beef or chicken or perhaps lamb.
The husband thought for a while and said I think beef would
be nice.
The wife answered back
―you’re having a tin of soup you fat slob‖
I was talking to the dog‖
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Rob Till Review
First Project: Involuted candle stick
Fact sheet at the end of Newsletter
The wood used for this project was not some
exotic wood but merely a couple of pieces of
Redwood pine sourced from the local B&Q.
Rob used newspaper and PVA glue to make
the joint between the two pieces. He spread
the glue evenly on each piece adding the strip
of newspaper to create the sacrificial joint.
Holding the two pieces together he used
masking tape to tightly hold the pieces together whilst drying, he preferred this method
to clamping.
In Blue Peter style he produced another two
pieces he had prepared earlier. He emphasised the importance of making sure the
marking of the centre was very accurate as
any discrepancies would be visible when
turned around.
Rob liked to use a Steb live centre in the tailstock as well as a steb drive centre as he
pointed out a standard centre would try to
push the two pieces of wood apart, if you
don’t have a live steb then use ringed centre.

Using a square he marked approx. 10mm
form each end and then marked the centre line of the piece, from the centre he
marked lines 4 cm either side.
Starting from these marks he started using
a 1/2 inch spindle gouge to create a cove
leaving material on the centre line to
create a bead.
Lathe speed was 2,500 –3,000 rpm and
Rob used a black marker to highlight the
area to be removed as this assisted in seeing the area as a lot of the time you are
cutting air.
A skew was used to cut the final edge and
get a nice sharp corner. If you need to
sand, A. be careful and B. keep the sharp
edges.
The piece was removed from the lathe
and using a chisel and mallet he carefully
split the two parts.
Reverse the pieces and glue back together
ensuring you align correctly as any errors
here will show in the finished piece.
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Rob produced another glued and dried
piece from his Blue Peter stash of things
he prepared earlier.

A long ground 1/2 gouge was used to cut
the cove, again taking care to maintain an
even profile on each side.

An accurate hole had been drilled exactly on centre to accommodate a candle
cup.

Once the shape was completed the rest of
the piece was turned to just round, keeping the diameter in proportion.

The piece was then put between centres
and this time a standard revolving centre
was used.

A 1/2 inch long tenon was marked on the
piece and calipers used to reduce the
width to the size of the forstner bit he was
using to drill the base.

A 1/2 inch spindle gouge was used to
start shaping the bead shape.

Rob kept stopping and checking the
alignment and thickness until he had the
desired shape.

Rob did not do any further turning on the
shape of the candle stick at this time as he
wanted to do this when it was fitted into
the base so as to get the proportions correct.
The base blank had been made from 4
pieces of the same Redwood pine glued
together and cut on the band saw to size.
It was mounted on the lathe using K 10
Chuck with C jaws and a screw chuck.
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Rob used a 1/2 inch Bowl gouge with a long
grind to round the piece and reduce the
diameter .

Rob made a couple of small tweaks to the
hole as he had made the tenon slightly
oversize to ensure a good snug fit.

The face was cleaned up
and the surface checked
with a straight edge.

Once a good fit was achieved the tailstock
was fitted to support the candlestick whilst
turning the final shape.

The size of mortice was
marked on the piece to
suit the C jaws on a K8
Chuck. He used a parting
tool to create the mortice
and finished off the dovetail with a skew.
The bottom was shaped
before removing from the
screw chuck and reversing the piece and fitting
in the c jaws.
The face was cleaned up
and a hole drilled using
the forstner bit measured
earlier to create tenon.

This project is normally turned on a
slightly larger lathe and the tailstock was a
little precarious but Rob was happy that it
was secure and safe. The length of the candle stick can be adjusted to suit your lathe.

Rob started to reduce the diameter at the
top of the base and continued to contour
the base, having the candlestick in place
allowed him to see proportions.

A 1/2 Bowl and 1/2 spindle gouge were
used for this part of the job.
Once the based had been finished he
moved on to shape the candle stick.
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Before starting to turn the candle stick, Rob
marked with a pencil the starts and finish of
the beads, coves, hollows etc.

A pull cut was used to clean up the face
and a pencil line made to mark the reference for the tenon to fit the K10 c jaws..

A centre line was marked after allowing
1mm to true up the chuck side of the piece

He used these lines to guide him on the
start and finish of shapes he wanted to
achieve and kept checking and refining the
proportions as he turned.
The piece was sanded through the grits, the
choice of finish would depend on the wood
used and your particular preference.

A push or pull cut can be used to create
the shape with gentle cuts towards the centre line drawn. Rob highlighted the importance of the sanding process at this
stage and used water to raise the grain.
He looked using the light for tool marks as
these would definitely be seen when colouring if not removed at this stage.

—————————————————————————
Second Project: Discus Bowl
For this project a piece of Oak had been
selected for this project approx. 10‖x3‖.

The blank had been mounted on a screw
chuck and the tailstock used for support.

The piece was revered and fitted into the
C jaws.
Rob used a pull cut to shape the curve towards the centre line to match the other
side. Once this had been done the piece
was sanded, Rob left this side with a few
tool marks to demonstrate why you need to
sand well.
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Colouring the discus bowl
The bowl was sprayed using chestnut
ebonising lacquer and dried using a hair
dryer. A good tip was to cover the lathe
before you start spraying.

Once dry the piece was lightly sanded by
hand.

Rob chose liming wax for this project but
you could use copper etc. he used his finger to apply the wax and removed any excess with a paper towel.
Chestnut finishing oil was applied with a
cloth and allowed to dry for 24hrs before
turning, this prevented dust sticking as you
turn out the bowl.

To cut out the bowl, start at the centre and
work out to your desired diameter for the
bowl.

As you work outward leave an island in
the centre for support and create steps to
allow you to start cutting on the bevel
when coming back to
remove the bottom of
the bowl.
Rob used a box scraper to clean up the bottom of the bowl.
—————————————————————————
Third Project: Colouring using stains
Fact sheet at the end of Newsletter
Another piece from the Blue Peter store
was put into the chuck to demonstrate the
colouring using spirit stains.
The bowl section was sprayed with
acrylic sanding sealer to help prevent
any bleed of stain into the bowl.
Rob had decanted his spirit stains into handy sized dispensers. Chestnut
supply a set of spirit stain samples.
£19.20 Incl. VAT
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Rob recommended using either latex or
nitrile gloves during this process as the
stain does exactly that and it takes a few
days to get your hands clean if you don’t
wear gloves.
He started with a base colour and he decided on purple. He coated the surface and
allowed the stain to dry which is fairly
quick.
The purple was sanded back with 320 grit
folding the paper regularly to prevent
clogging and this was repeated with 400
grit.

Fourth Project: Bird Box ( Wet timber)
Fact sheet at the end of Newsletter
Rob delved into the Blue Peter items he
had prepared earlier and produced a
piece of Willow which had only been
felled 6 months ago.
He had already created a tenon on one
end and had drilled a hole approx. 6-8‖
into the other end to assist even drying
and then wrapped it in cling film.
The blank was mounted into a set of
Goliath jaws in a SK14 Chuck.

Additional colours were randomly added
looking for areas to highlight in the grain
pattern.

The outer surface was cleaned up with a
spindle roughing gouge prior to hollowing out the centre.

Methylated spirit was used on a cloth to
rub over the piece and blend the colours
into each other.

He started removing material from the
inside using a woodcut hollowing tool.

Once the methylated spirit had evaporated
and dried the surface need to be sealed
and Acrylic sanding sealer was used for
this. Rob then used finishing oil applied
with a tissue and allowed to dry, the more
coats you add the deeper the shine.

Once he had gone so far in, he shaped
the bottom of the vessel to the same
profile as the hollowing shape.
Before hollowing further he used a
skew chisel to reduce the wall thickness
to 6mm and give himself a reference
diameter.
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The thickness of the first 15mm depth
was further reduced to 3mm to create a
ledge for the lid.

Rob continued to hollow out the piece
and used calipers to check and maintain
an even thickness.

The first 15mm of the
lid diameter was reduced until the body
of the box fitted snugly.
Rob started to shape
the outside of the lid
and also hollowed
out the inside maintaining the same
6mm thickness of the
body.

Once he was getting close to the bottom
of the vessel he also refined the outer
surface of the base contour.

The top was then
parted off and reversed into the
chuck and shaped.

The piece was removed from the chuck
at this point as the base would be turned
later.

The body was remounted in the jaws
and the bottom
shaped.

The lid section was mounted into the
same goliath jaws.

The only thing to do
was drill a 25mm
hole for the entrance.
See RSPB guidelines
Review by Rob Huxley
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Chairman's Challenge results: March 2020
Novice Group: Dibber ( 0 entries )
1st Place:

2nd Place:

3rd Place:

Intermediate Group: Coloured Hollow Form ( 3 entries)
1st Place: Rob Huxley

2nd Place:

Mary Dunne

3rd Dave Hobbs

Advanced Group: Segmented Hollow Form ( 1 Entry)
1st Place: Graham Hunt

2nd Place:

3rd
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Whilst there will be no meetings at the moment, please carry on with your piece for the virtual Chairman’s challenge, Take 4 pictures to show your piece and Steve will judge from the photos. Send photos to Rob
secretary@wmwoodturners.org.uk who will co-ordinate. Photos must be with Rob by the 18th April.
Chairman’s Challenge : May 2020

Chairman’s Challenge : April 2020

Novice Group

Novice Group
Kitchen Roll Holder

Lidded Box

Intermediate Group
Miniature Bird House

Intermediate Group
Square Edged Bowl

Advanced Group
Quaich

Advanced Group
Off centre Candle stick ( including Pewter)
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March Display Table
https://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk

Send me a picture of your
first lathe
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During the coronavirus restrictions I
will still produce a Newsletter each
month to keep everyone in touch
__________________________________
If you have any news or know any good
you tube video’s please send me the links and I
will put them in the newsletter.
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—————————————————————————————

If you want to contact anyone in the club that you may speak
to during meetings at this time but don’t have their contact
number, please contact John Hooper or myself and we will see
if I can put you in contact with them.
Under GDPR regulations we cannot give you their details but
we can contact them and ask them to either give permission
for us to give them your details or for them to contact you.

————————————————————————

Display Table
Please send me pictures of your items you want me
to put in the virtual display table section each month.

Rob

If you have any articles or information on Wood Turning that you feel
would benefit other member’s of the club, please forward them to me
and I will consider them for publication in the Club Newsletter

Rob
Editor@wmwoodturners.org.uk
Mobile 07824 660112
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Some of Robs Items on display
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